
“This  World  is  Far  From
Perfect”
I just read your article about evidence of God’s existence. I
just want to say that this world is quite far from being
perfect. A perfect world would be a world free of racism,
hypocrisy, and genocide just to name a few. If God had made a
perfect world it would have been a world free of these things.
And the section about Jesus being the “proof,” well there is
no proof of there being a Jesus except the Bible which may be
false also.

You are so very right. This world IS quite far from being
perfect. However, this isn’t the world that God created. That
world was absolutely perfect, with no racism, hypocrisy or
genocide. But Adam and Eve chose to go their own way and
disobey God, and when they did they plunged the world into
awful consequences they could never have foreseen. A world of
ugliness and hate and violence, in addition to the evils you
mentioned. In fact, as I watched the attacks on the World
Trade Center, I thought what a horrible parallel it was to how
God must have felt when His beautiful, perfectly-working world
was devastated and defaced by sin. We call it “the fall,” and
as  I  watched  both  towers  collapse  I  thought  what  an  apt
description it is of what happened to our world back in the
Garden of Eden.

This, however, does not change the fact that our world is
perfectly designed to sustain life. What hurtful things happen
on the earth, and how the earth was fashioned and placed here
with just the right parameters to support life, are apples and
oranges. Completely different issues.

Concerning there being no proof of Jesus’ existence, well, I
guess you haven’t really seriously examined that, or you would
have discovered that there is more evidence for the existence
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of Jesus than for most other famous people in the ancient
world.  I’m  sorry,  I  can’t  take  your  criticism  any  more
seriously  than  the  young  man  who  came  up  to  me  after  a
conference and told me he didn’t believe he existed. I can
take YOU seriously, and I do, but not your charge. It won’t
hold water. There’s a whole discipline called “history” that
would prove your charge to be groundless. At the very least,
allow me to suggest you read my colleague Michael Gleghorn’s
article Ancient Evidence for Jesus from Non-Christian Sources.

Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries

“Is it a sin for a married
couple  to  masturbate  during
sex?”
Is it a sin for a married couple to masturbate during sex? In
many  cases  a  woman  can’t  get  an  orgasm  without  proper
stimulation.

If a married couple is making love, then nothing they do
together is considered masturbation. It’s all part of holy
sex. (Masturbation is self-pleasure by oneself.)

You’re  right,  most  women  can’t  have  an  orgasm  without
stimulation, which is how God planned it, I think. . . .the
idea being that her husband would be the one to give her
pleasure that way. The Song of Solomon even has a verse about
the wife asking her husband to do exactly that: “Let his left
hand be under my head, and his right hand embrace me.” (SoS
2:6).
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Nothing a married couple does in the marriage bed is sin as
long  as  it  is  mutually  acceptable  and  it  doesn’t  involve
anyone  else  (for  example,  porn  movies  or  fantasies  that
involve  another  person).  I  think  God  intends  for  us  to
experience far more freedom and enjoyment than a lot of people
think! May I suggest you get an EXCELLENT book for married
women called Intimate Issues by Linda Dillow and Lorraine
Pintus. Absolutely the best book on the subject for women out
there, I think. Please also see our article What’s God’s Plan
for Sex in Marriage?”

Hope this helps!

Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries

The Meaning of the Cross
Mel Gibson’s film ‘The Passion of the Christ” has brought the
topic  of  Jesus’  suffering  and  death  into  the  national
conversation. Rick Wade explores the meaning of the cross.

 This article is also available in Spanish.

A Scandal At the Center
Mel Gibson’s The Passion of the Christ has created quite a bit
of controversy, both inside the church and out. One objection
from Christians is that the film is imbalanced for not giving
due attention to the resurrection of Jesus. There is at least
one reason I disagree. That is because, as theologian Alister
McGrath has pointed out, the focus today is primarily on the
resurrection, and the cross takes second place.{1} I recall
Carl Henry, the late theologian, noting in the 1980s that the
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emphasis in evangelicalism had shifted from justification by
faith  to  the  new  life.  We  talk  often  about  the  positive
differences Christianity can make in our lives because of the
resurrection. Gibson has forced us to focus on the suffering
and death of Christ. And that’s a good thing.

Before the foundation of the world, it was established that
redemption would be accomplished through Jesus’ death (Matt.
25:34; Acts 2:23; Heb. 4:3; 1 Pet. 1:20; Rev. 13:8). Peter
wrote that we were “ransomed . . . with the precious blood of
Christ”  (1  Pet.  1:18,19).  Isaiah  53:5  reads:  “But  he  was
wounded  for  our  transgressions;  he  was  crushed  for  our
iniquities; upon him was the chastisement that brought us
peace, and with his stripes we are healed.”

But what a way to save the world! It flies in the face of
common sense! From the time of Christ, the crucifixion as the
basis of our salvation has been a major problem. “For the
message  of  the  cross  is  foolishness  to  those  who  are
perishing,” Paul wrote (1 Cor. 1:18a). The Greeks saw the
cross as foolishness (literally, “moronic”), for they believed
that truth was discovered through wisdom or reason. For the
Jews it was a scandal, a stumbling block, for they couldn’t
believe God would save through a man accursed. They asked for
signs, but instead got a crucified Messiah.

In modern times the cross was a problem because it meant we
could  not  save  ourselves  through  our  own  ingenuity.  In
postmodern times, while many young people feel an affinity
with Jesus in His suffering, they have a hard time accepting
that this is the only way God saves. And the atonement was
much  more  than  a  simple  identification  with  suffering
humanity.

It is easy for us to rush past the cross and focus on the
empty tomb in our evangelism. Think about it. How many of us
make the cross central in our witness to unbelievers? The new
life of the resurrection is a much easier “sell” than the



suffering of the cross. We want to present a Gospel that is
appealing to the hearer that grabs people’s attention and
immediately makes them want it.

In  our  apologetics,  our  arguments  and  evidence  must  be
presented  in  terms  unbelievers  understand  while  yet  not
letting unbelievers set the standards for us. Paul was an
educated man, and he had the opportunity to show off his
intellectual abilities with the philosophers in Corinth. But
Paul wouldn’t play the game on their turf. He wouldn’t rest
the Gospel on philosophical speculation as a system of belief
more  elegant  and  persuasive  than  the  philosophies  of  the
Greeks. In fact, he unashamedly proclaimed a very unelegant,
even repulsive sounding message. He knew the scandal of the
cross better than most, but he didn’t shy away from it. He
made it central.

A key word today among Christians is “relevant.” We want a
message that is relevant to contemporary society. But in our
search for relevance, we can unwittingly let our message be
molded by what current fashion considers relevant. We become
confused between showing the relevance of the Gospel to our
true situation and making the Gospel relevant by shaping it to
fit the sensibilities of our neighbors.

Os Guinness had this to say about relevance:
By  our  uncritical  pursuit  of  relevance  we  have  actually
courted irrelevance; by our breathless chase after relevance
without a matching commitment to faithfulness, we have become
not only unfaithful but irrelevant; by our determined efforts
to redefine ourselves in ways that are more compelling to the
modern world than are faithful to Christ, we have lost not
only our identity but our authority and our relevance. Our
crying need is to be faithful as well as relevant.{2}

Guinness doesn’t deny the relevance of the Gospel. Indeed, it
is part of our task to show how it is of ultimate relevance to
our situation as fallen people. If the message of Scripture is



true—that we are lost and in need of a salvation we cannot
secure on our own—then there is nothing more relevant than the
cross of Christ. For that was God’s answer to our problem. But
it is relevant to our true situation as God sees it, not
according to our situation as we see it.

Sin and Guilt in Modern Times
The cross of Christ addresses directly the matter of sin. But
what does that mean? Do people “sin” anymore? What a silly
question, you think. But is it? Of course, we all agree that
people do things we call “bad”. But what is the nature of this
“badness”?  Is  it  really  sin?  Or,  is  something  “bad”  just
something inconvenient or harmful to me? Or maybe a simple
violation of civil laws? Sin is a word used to describe a
violation of God’s holiness and law. While the majority of
people in our country still believe in God, the consensus
about what makes for right and wrong is that we are the ones
to decide that, that there is no transcendent law. If there is
no transcendent law, however, what are we to make of guilt? Is
there such a thing as objective guilt? What do we make of
subjective guilt—of guilt feelings?

As the battles of World War I raged in Europe, P.T. Forsyth
reflected on the question of God and evil and the meaning of
history. He reviewed the ways people had sought peace and
unity and found them all wanting. Reason, basic emotions or
sympathies, the fundamental workings of nature, and faith in
progress all were found wanting. Turning back in history he
could find no “plan of beneficent progress looking up through
man’s career.”{3} Anytime it seemed enlightenment had come, it
would be crushed by war. In his own day, World War I dashed
the rosy-eyed hopes of progress being voiced. He said, “As we
become civilised [sic], we grow in power over everything but
ourselves, we grow in everything but power to control our
power  over  everything.”{4}  But  what  if  we  looked  to  the
future? Could hope be found there? If the past couldn’t bring



in a reign of love and unity, he asked, why should we expect
the future to? What is there to make sense of the world we
know?

The problem was, and is, a moral one, Forsyth said. “All deep
and earnest experience shows us, and not Christianity alone,
that the unity of the race lies in its moral centre, its moral
crisis,  and  its  moral  destiny.”  What  could  possibly  deal
adequately with the guilt, “the last problem of the race”?{5}
Is there anything in the history of our race that offers hope?

From the beginning, the church has taught that our fundamental
problem is sin, and the cross of Christ provides hope that sin
can and will one day be overcome. In modern times, however,
the concept of “sin” seems rather quaint, a hold-over from the
days of simplistic religious beliefs. Arthur Custance writes:

The concept of sin is largely outmoded in modern secular
thinking  because  sin  implies  some  form  of  disobedience
against  an  absolute  moral  law  having  to  do  with  man’s
relationship with God, and not too many people believe any
such relationship exists. It would not be the same as social
misconduct which has to do with man’s relationship to man
and is highly relative but obviously cannot be denied. We
have reached the point where social custom has displaced the
law of God as the point of reference, where mores have
replaced morals.{6}

We seem to be caught between two poles. On the one hand, we
accept  the  Darwinist  belief  in  our  accidental  and  even
materialistic nature—really no more than organic machines. On
the other, we can’t rid ourselves of the thought that there’s
something transcendent about us, something about us which is
other than and even greater than our physical bodies which
relates to a transcendent realm of some kind. We recognize in
ourselves a moral nature that expresses itself through our
conscience. In short, we know we do wrong things, and we know
others do them, too. The problem is that we don’t seem to know



the nature and extent of the problem nor its solution. Many
believe that there is no God against whom we sin, or if there
is a God, He is too loving to hold our mistakes against us.

From a historical perspective, this is quite a turn-about,
says Custance:

Throughout history there has never been a society like our
own in which the reality of sin has been so generally
denied. Even in the worst days of the Roman Empire men felt
the need to propitiate the gods, not so much because they
had an exalted view of the gods but because they had a more
realistic view of their own worthiness. It is a curious
thing that even some of the cruelest of the Roman Emperors,
like Marcus Aurelius, for example, were very conscious of
themselves as sinners. We may call it superstition, but it
was a testimony to a very real sense of inward unworthiness
which was not based on man’s relationship to man but rather
man’s relationship to the gods.{7}

On the other hand, despite the contemporary dismissal of sin,
guilt is still a constant presence in the human psyche. Karl
Menninger writes:

I believe there is a general sentiment that sin is still
with us, by us, and in us—somewhere. We are made vaguely
uneasy  by  this  consciousness,  this  persistent  sense  of
guilt, and we try to relieve it in various ways. We project
the blame on to others, we ascribe the responsibility to a
group,  we  offer  up  scapegoat  sacrifices,  we  perform  or
partake in dumb-show rituals of penitence and atonement.
There is rarely a peccavi [confession of sin or guilt], but
there’s a feeling.{8}
“This is a phenomenon of our day,” writes Custance: “a
burden of guilt but no sense of sin.”{9}

But to what is the nature of this guilt? If there is no
objective moral law that stands outside and above us all, what



is guilt and who is guilty? Who judges us?

In the film, A Walk on the Moon, Pearl begins to have an
affair with a traveling salesman. Pearl’s husband, Marty, is a
good man, but a bit of a square. It’s 1969; Woodstock is about
to make the news. And Pearl, who got pregnant by Marty when
she was 17, is feeling a need to experiment, to capture what
she missed by having to get married and starting the family
life so early. When Pearl’s affair is discovered, her husband
is distraught. So is her daughter, Alison, who saw Pearl with
her lover at Woodstock behaving like the teenagers around
them. She’s broken up that her mother might leave them.

But in all that happens following Pearl’s confession, there is
no  mention  of  her  affair  being  morally  wrong.  When  she
confessed, she told Marty she was sorry. Later, she told him
she was sorry she’d hurt him. But her deed was at least
somewhat excusable because there were things Pearl wanted to
try, and her husband was too square, he didn’t listen, he made
jokes  when  she  tried  to  suggest  experimenting,  especially
sexually. Even in her interactions with others, there is no
mention of her act being morally wrong. When Alison told Pearl
she had seen her at Woodstock, her complaint was that she was
the teenager, not Pearl (implying it would be okay for Alison
to go wild at Woodstock but not Pearl). Pearl’s mother-in-law
pointed out what the early marriage cost Marty: a college
education promised by Marty’s boss, who withdrew the offer
when Pearl got pregnant. “Do you think you’re the only one
with dreams that didn’t come through?” she asked.

So the affair was understandable given Marty’s old-fashioned
ways (which he shows to be shedding by switching the radio
from a big band station to rock station, and when he’s shown
dancing to Jimi Hendrix on the stereo). The problem was the
hurt Pearl cost a good man and a teenage girl. And that’s
about all there is to sin and guilt anymore.

According  to  one  modern  view,  guilt  is  nature’s  way  of



teaching us what not to do in the future that has caused us
problems in the past. Dr. Glenn Johnson, clinical psychologist
and psychotherapist, said “Guilt seems to be a very primitive
mental mechanism that was programmed into us to protect us in
the future from mistakes we made in the past.” It is a “simple
debriefing and rehearsal process that the mind engages in
after perceiving that something negative has taken place and
has caused painful and/or anxious feelings. . . . By forcing
repeated reviews of a painful experience and the behaviors and
elements  leading  up  to  it  and  associated  with  it,  guilt
essentially burns into our brains the connection between our
behavior and the uncomfortable feelings we feel.”{10}

What can we do about guilt? According to Dr. Johnson, the
issue is behavior and what might need to be changed to prevent
future problems for us. “When guilt is appropriate,” says Dr.
Johnson, “tell yourself that. You might modify intensity with
anti-anxiety medications or relaxation exercises—but if the
bulk of the guilt feelings are avoided, so will the learning
be.” In other words, learn from your mistakes. Inappropriate,
excessive guilt, says Dr. Johnson, can be dealt with using
“hypnosis, meditation, guided imagery, NLP, Reiki, etc. . . .
The focus of the self-help stuff should be on letting one’s
self grow from experience,” he says, “trusting in one’s own
ability to be a better person, allowing one’s self permission
to make mistakes and go through losses, trusting in some form
of higher power, etc.”

People come up with all kinds of ways to rid themselves of
guilt feelings. One of the strangest I found on the internet,
one with a New Age flavor, was Aromatherapy Angelic Bath Kits
provided by Guru and Associates Wellness, Inc.{11} All one
needs to do is pour some special herbs and oils in the tub,
climb in, and read some prescribed meditations to “foster
positive thoughts and reinforcements.”{12} One of these kits
is a “ritual to clear feelings of guilt.” We’re asked, “Who
hasn’t felt guilty in their lives? Who doesn’t still feel



guilty about something? There are two kinds of guilt: good
guilt and bad guilt. Good guilt is when you have truly done
something that you feel remorse for. Bad guilt is for the
rest.” The forgiveness kit includes “special mixtures [which]
help wash the guilty feeling away.” Notice that “good guilt”
has to do with things “you feel remorse for,” not necessarily
for things that are truly wrong. It’s your feelings about such
things that matter.{13} This may seem silly to you. Who would
even bother with such a thing? we wonder. But people do.

Somehow, such remedies don’t seem to be working. Maybe it’s
because we can’t rid ourselves of the knowledge Paul said we
have by nature: a knowledge of the law written on our hearts
(Rom. 2:15).

Sin and Guilt According to God
What does God say about sin and guilt? Briefly put, God has
declared us guilty of violating His holy law by our sin and
deserving of eternal banishment from His presence. Contrary to
current  opinion,  there  is  transcendent  law  that  has  been
broken and for which there must be payment.

Imagine that someone has done something to offend you, and his
reaction to your complaint is something like, “Yeah, that
really bothered me, too. But I’ve forgiven myself of that, and
I’m fine with it now.” This is only a slight caricature of the
mentality  we  all  encounter  today.  The  person  clearly  has
missed the point that there was a real, objective violation
against you!

The message of the cross is that there is a very real fracture
in our relationship with God. We’re told in Scripture that
there is nothing we can do to make up for what we’ve done. Is
there anything to offer us hope?

There is: the cross of Christ, “the race’s historic crisis and
turning-point,” says Forsyth.{14} The cross dealt with our



greatest  need,  namely,  redemption.  Humanists  of  a  secular
stripe who trumpeted the inevitable progress of humanity saw
our fundamental nature as one of ordered process. The truth,
though, is that it is “tragic collision and despair.” All of
man’s efforts have been unable to reach down into the depths
of our sinfulness and bring about fundamental change. All
except that of the God-man Jesus Christ, who attacked the
moral problem head on to the point of dying on the cross and
came out victorious.

Several  understandings  of  the  atonement—what  Jesus
accomplished on the cross—have been offered through history,
and several of them have some truth in them. The key aspect of
Christ’s  cross  work  was  that  it  satisfied  the  demand  for
punishment  for  our  sin.  This  is  called  substitutionary
atonement:  Jesus  was  substituted  for  us,  so  He  took  the
punishment for sin in being separated from God and dying, thus
paying the penalty for us. “God made Him who had no sin to be
sin for us.” (2 Cor. 5:21) Paul wrote to the Romans that “what
the law was powerless to do in that it was weakened by the
sinful nature, God did by sending his own Son in the likeness
of sinful man to be a sin offering.” (Romans 8:3) And to the
Galatian church he said that “Christ redeemed us from the
curse of the law by becoming a curse for us, for it is
written: Cursed is everyone who is hung on a tree.'” (Gal.
3:13)

By His death on the cross, Jesus, the one who “knew no sin,
became sin for us.” This was done because of His love for us:
“Christ loved us and gave Himself up for us.” (Eph. 5:2; Rom.
5:8) Jesus’ sacrifice is appropriated by faith: “It is by
grace you have been saved through faith,” Paul wrote (Eph.
2:8). By putting our faith in Him, we participate in the
payment He made. It counts for those who believe it and who
receive Him.

I  should  note  quickly,  however,  that  the  reality  of  our
objective guilt isn’t dependent upon our subjective guilt. In



other  words,  whether  we  feel  guilty  or  not,  we  are.  And
because we are guilty of violating God’s law, we must do more
than just forgive ourselves as we’re taught today. We must,
and may, participate in God’s solution through Christ.

The Moral Triumph of the Cross
What I’ve been talking about is the judicial aspect of the
cross work of Christ. Jesus paid the penalty for our sin.

However, this payment isn’t to be thought of like making a
payment  to  the  utility  company  for  electricity.  All  that
matters is that the money gets there. What it takes to get it
there isn’t really significant. The cross, by contrast, was a
triumph over sin; it was a moral victory in itself. Jesus
overcame evil through His perfect obedience and righteousness;
“through one act of righteousness there resulted justification
of life to all men,” Paul wrote (Rom. 5:18). His death on the
cross was the capstone of a life of moral victories over sin
and Satan.

We’re so used to thinking about Jesus as God and as sinless
that we don’t often think about His obedience. He said and did
the things the Father told Him (Jn. 5:19, 30; 8:28). To the
Jews he said, “When you have lifted up the Son of Man, then
you will know that I am He, and that I do nothing on my own
authority, but speak just as the Father taught me” (Jn 8:28).
In His high priestly prayer recorded in John 17, Jesus said,
“I glorified You on the earth, having accomplished the work
which You have given Me to do.” (v. 4) Before He gave up His
spirit on the cross, Jesus knew that “all things had already
been accomplished.” (Jn 19:28) He fulfilled the law perfectly
(Matt. 5:17), and thus put the basis of our salvation on our
faith in him as the one who did so, thus robbing the law of
its power to encourage us to sin (cf. Rom. 8:2-4; Gal. 3:13; 1
Cor. 15:55-57). Jesus had defeated Satan; He had not given in
to any temptation to not give up His life. He was obedient to
death. (Phil. 2:8). And by His obedience He was made perfect



or complete and able to be the source of eternal salvation to
all who obey Him (Heb. 5:9; see also 2:10; 5:8; and Rom.
5:19).

P.T. Forsyth wrote that the cross “is the moral victory which
recovered  the  universe.  The  Vindicator  has  stood  on  the
earth,” he said. “It is the eternal victory in history of
righteousness, of holiness, of the moral nature and character
of God as Love.”{15} He continued:

The  most  anomalous  thing,  the  most  poignant  and  potent
crisis that ever happened or can happen in the world, is the
death of Christ; the whole issue of warring history is
condensed there. Good and evil met there for good and all.
And to faith that death is the last word of the holy
omnipotence of God.{16}

What is the significance of Jesus’ cross work—indeed, His
whole life—as a moral victory? Forsyth said that in creating
the world, God revealed His omnipotence, His absolute power.
In the new creation inaugurated through the cross, He revealed
His moral power, His ability to triumph over His worst enemy,
Satan, and the sin that infects His creation. God’s power has
been revealed as “moral majesty, as holy omnipotence” said
Forsyth. “The supreme power in the world is not simply the
power of a God but of a holy God.”{17}

In the cross and resurrection, we see that good can triumph
over evil now, and we have the promise that one day that
triumph will be complete. Not only us but all of creation will
be set free from the bondage of sin (Rom. 8:18-24).

But this isn’t just a promise for the future. Because, like
Jesus,  we  have  the  Spirit  living  in  us,  we  can  live  in
obedience to God; we can stand firm in the presence of the
evil that wages war against us (Heb. 2:14-18; Gal. 2:19-20).
The cross bears witness to that.

The secular humanism and new spiritualism of our day have no



resources  for  affecting  us  so  deeply  on  the  moral  level.
Christianity does—the cross of Christ—and it is this that
makes it relevant for our day and for all time.

A Fully-Engaged God
It’s easy to think of God as remote from us, as a judge way up
there making His laws and wreaking vengeance on anyone who
violates them. We hear about the love of God, but how does
love fit in with a God of judgment? And if God does love us,
how does He show it? Love comes near; it isn’t afraid to get
its hands dirty. Is God willing to come near? To get His hands
dirty with us?

In the cross of Jesus we see both the judgment of God and His
love. Herein lies its beauty. In the cross we find a God who
does not stand afar off, but takes on the worst of what His
own law requires! He has pronounced judgment, but He so much
wants us saved that He is willing to take on the burden of
paying for it Himself. “For God so loved the world that He
gave His Son,” says John (3:16).

In all the brouhaha surrounding the release of Mel Gibson’s
The Passion of the Christ, one complaint heard several times
was that a God who would put His Son through that isn’t a God
to be worshipped.{18} But Jesus did this freely. “No one takes
[my life] from me,” He said, “but I lay it down of my own
accord” (Jn.10:18). And He did this knowing that as He laid
His life down, so also would He take it up again (Jn.10:17).
For the joy set before Him, He took up the cross (Heb. 12:2).

We wonder if God can reach us in the messiness of our lives.
But God is no stranger to mess. The Bible reveals a God who
isn’t afraid to get dirty, who engages life even with all
kinds of difficulties it may bring. This message is appealing
in  our  day  especially,  to  GenXers  who  have  suffered  the
fallout of the excesses of earlier generations. The optimism
Boomers inherited from their parents fizzled out for a lot of



their children. Regarding that generation, Tom Beaudoin says
this:

I have witnessed a sadness and anger about the generation’s
suffering and dysfunction, a suffering that—whatever its
economic reasons may be—expresses itself in psychological
and spiritual crises of meaning. Clothing styles and music
videos suggest feelings of rage, with the videos expressing
this  in  apocalyptic  images.  Despair  is  common  and
occasionally leaps overboard into nihilism. Xers’ relation
to suffering lays the groundwork for religiousness. . . .
Suffering is a catalyst for GenX religiosity.{19}

While they often reject the form of religion their parents
embraced, many GenXers have a fascination and respect for
Jesus, for his suffering didn’t make sense, and yet it was
redemptive.{20}

Here the true awesomeness of the cross is made plain. God, who
deserves all glory and is so far above us in holiness and
purity, became man, and endured horrific torture at the hands
of people He created . . . for their benefit! The life and
death of Christ make plain that God was willing to roll up his
sleeves and engage life on earth fully, even accepting the
worst it had to offer.

But, one might wonder, since Christ took on evil and won,
shouldn’t we be done with suffering? Eventually it will end.
In  the  meantime  we,  too,  learn  obedience  through  what  we
suffer. If that was Jesus’ way of learning, and the servant
isn’t above his master (Matt. 10:24), can we expect anything
else? Furthermore, we mustn’t lose sight of the fact that
hardship  isn’t  just  an  inconvenience  on  the  road  of
discipleship. Redemption wasn’t brought about in spite of the
cross but through it.{21} Likewise, our growth comes not in
spite of hardship but through it.

Someone who has suffered for many years might complain that



Jesus’  suffering  doesn’t  compare.  Jesus’  sufferings  and
resurrection  spanned  a  short  period  of  time.  But  what  He
suffered was the experience of the weight of the guilt of the
whole world on the shoulders of one who was sinless. It isn’t
anything new for us to feel guilt; we can become somewhat
hardened  to  it.  But  Jesus  felt  it  to  the  fullest  extent
imaginable. This isn’t to mention the hurt of the betrayal of
Judas  (and  to  a  lesser  extent,  of  Peter).  Worse  yet,  He
experienced separation from the Father, the worst thing that
can happen to anyone. Jesus knew suffering.

In the cross and resurrection we see what God has promised to
do for us in a compressed timeframe. But what happened to
Jesus will happen for all who believe. He suffered . . . and
He arose. We suffer . . . and we will rise.

Jesus allowed people to see what God is like. He not only
taught truth, he lived it. People could touch Him, and feel
Him touch them. They could see how He lived and how He died.
The cross was a real, live illustration of love.

In  Jesus,  people  saw  goodness  and  love  demonstrated  even
toward those who persecuted Him. That should be no surprise,
because it was just that kind of person Jesus came to die for!
Sin was overcome through a love that gave all. This is the
meaning and the message of the cross, the message we, too, are
to take to our world.
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The  Psychology  of  Prisoner
Abuse
Those Awful Pictures

Do  you  remember  how  you  felt  as  the  Iraq  prisoner  abuse
scandal began to unfold in spring 2004? Maybe you saw the
disturbing  pictures  when  they  were  first  aired  on  CBS
television’s 60 Minutes II. Soon they were transmitted around
the globe. They greeted you on the front page of your morning
newspaper and on the evening news. The stream seemed endless.

You  saw  naked  Iraqi  prisoners  in  various  stages  of
humiliation: hooded, naked men stacked in a pyramid; others
lying on the floor or secured to a bed; one in a smock
standing  on  a  box  with  his  arms  outstretched  and  wires
attached  to  him.  In  some  of  the  photos,  male  and  female
American  soldiers  grinned  and  pointed.  In  one  picture,  a
female soldier stood holding a leash around the neck of a
naked male prisoner. In others, soldiers grinned over what
appeared to be a corpse packed in ice.

What feelings did you experience? Shock? Anger? Rage? Disgust?
Maybe you felt embarrassed or ashamed. “How could they do such
degrading  things  to  other  human  beings?”  you  might  have
wondered.  Perhaps  you  feared  how  the  growing  storm  might
affect the life of your friend or family member serving in
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Iraq.  Or  wrestled  with  how  to  explain  the  abuse  to  your
children.

Finger pointing began almost as soon as the story broke. High-
ranking military and government officials announced that these
were aberrations carried out by a few unprincipled prison
guards.  Accused  military  police  claimed  they  were  merely
following orders of military intelligence officials to soften
prisoners up for interrogation. Others insisted soldiers had a
moral obligation to disobey orders to do wrong. The accused
countered that the harsh techniques were in place before they
arrived for duty at the prison. Ethical arguments surfaced
that the war on terror demanded tough methods to help prevent
another 9/11.

What factors prompt people to abuse others in such degrading
ways? What goes on inside the minds of the abusers? Are there
special  social  forces  at  work?  While  this  article  won’t
attempt to analyze specific cases in the Iraq prison scandal,
it will consider some fascinating psychological experiments
that reveal clues to the roots of such behavior. The results -
–  and  their  implications  -–  may  disturb  you.  A  biblical
perspective will also offer some insight.

The Stanford Prison Experiment

CBS News correspondent Andy Rooney said the Iraq prisoner
abuse is “a black mark that will be in the history books in a
hundred languages for as long as there are history books.”{1}

Stanford  University  psychologist  Philip  Zimbardo  was  not
surprised by the Abu Ghraib prison abuse. He had observed
similar behavior in his famous 1971 experiment involving a
mock  prison  in  the  basement  of  the  Stanford  psychology
building.{2}  The  experiment  showed  that  otherwise  normal
people can behave in surprisingly outrageous ways.

Zimbardo and his colleagues selected twenty-four young men



considered  from  interviews  and  psychological  tests  to  be
normal and healthy. Volunteers were randomly assigned to be
either “prisoners” or “guards.” Guards wore uniforms and were
told  to  maintain  control  of  the  prison  and  not  to  use
violence.

On  the  second  day,  prisoners  rebelled,  asserting  their
independence  with  barricades,  taunting  and  cursing.  Guards
suppressed the rebellion. Zimbardo reports that the guards
then “steadily increased their coercive aggression tactics,
humiliation and dehumanization of the prisoners.”{3} He says
the  worst  abuse  came  at  night  when  guards  thought  no
psychology staff were observing.{4} Zimbardo remembers that
the guards “began to use the prisoners as playthings for their
amusement…. They would get them to simulate sodomy. They also
stripped prisoners naked for various offenses and put them in
solitary  for  excessive  periods.”{5}  They  dressed  them  in
smocks, chained them together at the ankles, blindfolded them
with paper bags on their heads, and herded them along in a
group.{6} Sound familiar?

It was Berkeley professor Christina Maslach, Zimbardo’s then
romantic interest whom he later married, who jolted him back
to reality. On Day Five, she entered the prison to preview the
experiment in preparation for some subject interviews she had
agreed to conduct the next day. Shocked by what she saw, she
challenged Zimbardo’s ethics later that evening – screaming
and  yelling  in  quite  a  fight,  she  recalls.  That  night,
Zimbardo decided to halt the experiment.{7}

Zimbardo feels that prisons are ripe for abuse without firm
measures to check guards’ lower impulses.{8} He recommends
“clear rules, a staff that is well trained in those rules and
tight management that includes punishment for violations.”{9}

An old Jewish proverb says, “Like a roaring lion or a charging
bear  is  a  wicked  man  ruling  over  a  helpless  people.”{10}
Unfettered prison officials -– or most anyone -– can yield to



their baser natures when tempted by power inequalities.

The Perils of Obedience

What about those who say they were only obeying authority? How
far will people go to inflict harm under orders? In the 1960s,
Yale  psychologist  Stanley  Milgram  conducted  classic
experiments  on  obedience.{11}  (Ironically,  Milgram  and
Stanford  psychologist  Philip  Zimbardo  were  high  school
classmates.{12})

At Yale, Milgram set up a series of experiments “to test how
much pain an ordinary citizen would inflict on another person
simply  because  he  was  ordered  to  by  an  experimental
scientist.” He writes, “Stark authority was pitted against the
subjects’ strongest moral imperatives against hurting others,
and, with the subjects’ ears ringing with the screams of the
victims, authority won more often than not.”{13}

Milgram’s basic design involved a volunteer “teacher” and a
“learner.” The learner was actually an actor who was in on the
deception. The learner was strapped to “a kind of miniature
electric chair” with an electrode on his wrist. The teacher
sat  before  an  impressive-looking  “shock  generator  ”  with
switches indicating voltages from 15-450 volts.{14}

The  teacher  asked  test  questions  of  the  learner  and  was
instructed to administer increasingly large shocks for each
incorrect answer. (You say you’ve known some teachers like
that?) The machine here was a fake –- no learner received
shocks -– but the teacher thought it was real.

In the initial experiment, over 60 percent of teachers obeyed
the experimenter’s orders to the end and punished the victim
with the maximum 450 volts. Milgram found similarly disturbing
levels of obedience across various socioeconomic levels. His
conclusions after hundreds of experiments were chilling:

…Ordinary people, simply doing their jobs, and without any



particular hostility on their part, can become agents in a
terrible  destructive  process.  Moreover,  even  when  the
destructive effects of their work become patently clear, and
they  are  asked  to  carry  out  actions  incompatible  with
fundamental standards of morality, relatively few people have
the resources needed to resist authority.{15}

Why did they obey? Milgram offers several possibilities. Fears
of appearing rude, desires to please an authority, aspirations
to do one’s best, and lack of direct accountability can all
cloud judgment. But could there be something deeper, something
in  human  nature  that  influences  abuse?  A  famous  novel
illustrates how the dark side of human nature can affect group
behavior.

Lord of the Flies

Prisoner abuse shows what can happen when power inequalities
and inappropriate devotion to authority distort one’s moral
compass. Nobel laureate William Golding’s short novel, Lord of
the  Flies,{16}  illustrates  through  a  fictional  story  how
similar flaws can manifest in society. A film version of the
book  helped  inspire  the  popular  television  series
Survivor.{17}

Lord of the Flies opens on a remote, uninhabited island on
which  some  British  schoolboys,  ages  six  to  twelve,  find
themselves after an airplane crash. An atomic war has begun,
and apparently the plane was evacuating the boys when it was
shot down. The island has fresh water, fruit, and other food.
The setting seems idyllic. Best of all, the boys discover,
there are no grownups (the plane and its crew presumably have
washed into the sea).

Four central characters soon emerge. Ralph is elected leader.
Piggy, an overweight asthmatic and champion of reason, becomes
Ralph’s friend. Simon is a quiet lad with keen discernment.
Jack becomes a hunter.



At first, the boys get along without much conflict. Soon,
though, fears envelop them, and they debate whether an evil
beast might inhabit the island. Jack and his followers kill a
wild pig and, in frenzied blood lust, dance to chants of “Kill
the  pig!  Cut  her  throat!  Bash  her  in!“{18}  When  Ralph
criticizes Jack for breaking some tribal rules, Jack replies,
“Who cares?” His hunting prowess will rule.{19}

One  night,  some  boys  see  a  dead  parachutist,  which  they
mistake for the “evil beast” and flee. Jack posts a pig’s head
onto a stick in the ground as a gift for the beast. The
decaying, fly- covered pig’s head soon becomes for Simon the
“Lord of the Flies,” a sort of personification of evil.{20}
Later, Simon discovers that the feared “beast” is only a human
corpse.  Running  to  tell  the  group  this  good  news,  he
encounters  their  mock  pig-killing  ritual.  The  crazed  boys
attack Simon and kill him. Nearly all the boys follow Jack
and, acting like savages with painted bodies and spears, kill
Piggy and hunt down Ralph. Only the surprise appearance of a
British naval officer, drawn by the smoke from a fire, halts
the mad pursuit. Ralph and the boys dissolve in tears. Ralph
weeps,  as  Golding  writes,  “for  the  end  of  innocence,  the
darkness of man’s heart….”{21}

Lord of the Flies is filled with symbolism, both biblical and
from Greek tragedy. But Golding’s stated purpose was “to trace
the  defects  of  society  back  to  the  defects  of  human
nature.”{22} Could his point that darkness lurks in the human
heart help explain the prisoner abuse?

Animal House Meets Lord of the Flies

Prisoner abuse is a sad reality in the U.S. and abroad.{23}
The Iraq prisoner abuse scandal smacks of fraternity hazing on
steroids, Animal House meets Lord of the Flies. Consider from
this  sad  episode  some  lessons  for  both  prison  reform  and
society in general:



Establish clear rules for prison staff; train them well
and punish them for violations, as Stanford psychologist
Philip Zimbardo recommends.
Educate  against  blind  conformity.  Some  of  Milgram’s
experimental  subjects  found  the  strength  to  resist
abusive  authority.{24}  Some  psychologists  feel  that
strong moral values and experience with conformity can
strengthen moral courage.{25}
Involve external observers and critics. Often outsiders,
not emotionally swept up in a project or event, can
through their psychological distance more clearly assess
ethical issues. For example, Christina Maslach, Philip
Zimbardo’s  friend  and  colleague  who  challenged  the
ethics  of  his  prison  experiment,  credits  her  late
arrival on the scene with facilitating her concern. The
experimenters who had planned and had been conducting
the experiment for five days were less likely to be
startled  by  the  developing  misconduct,  she
maintained.{26}
Realistically appraise human nature’s dark side. Again,
Golding said Lord of the Flies was “an attempt to trace
the defects of society back to the defects of human
nature.”{27} Jesus of Nazareth was, of course, quite
clear on this point. He said, “From within, out of a
person’s heart, come evil thoughts, sexual immorality,
theft,  murder,adultery,  greed,  wickedness,  deceit,
eagerness for lustful pleasure, envy, slander, pride,
and  foolishness.  All  these  vile  things  come  from
within….”{28}

Some dismiss as simplistic any analyses of human suffering
that begin with alleged defects in human nature. They would
rather  focus  on  changing  social  structures  and  political
systems.  While  many  structures  and  political  systems  need
changing, may I suggest that a careful analysis of the human
heart is not simplistic? Rather it is fundamental.



Perhaps  that’s  why  Paul,  a  leader  who  agreed  with  Jesus’
assessment of human nature,{29} focused on changing hearts.
Paul was a former persecutor of Jesus’ followers who zealously
imprisoned  them{30}  but  later  joined  them  and  became  a
prisoner himself.{31} Paul eventually claimed that when people
place  their  faith  in  Jesus  as  he  had,  they  “become  new
persons. They are not the same anymore, for the old life is
gone. A new life has begun!”{32} Could this diagnosis and
prescription  have  something  to  say  to  us  amidst  today’s
prisoner abuse scandals?
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“Why Did God Create a Flawed
World Where Eve Could Eat the
Forbidden Fruit?”
I found Rick Rood’s article on The Problem of Evil helpful in
some  way,  but  I  was  hoping  to  find  some  additional
information. No where in my search have I seen anyone address
the issue of why God allowed Eve to eat from the tree of
knowledge. Surely God knew Eve would be tempted by Satan (the
serpent). Why did he allow this? Surely he must have known
this  would  be  the  downfall  of  his  creation,  Earth?  And
subsequently the root of all pain, hate, and evil to come in
the world, both behind and ahead of us. If God had intended
for us to live in a Paradise here on Earth, he never would
have permitted this event to occur, indeed the event that
destroyed what civilization could have been. Instead, God MADE
it necessary to save us from ourselves through Jesus. WHY WAS
THIS NECESSARY? WHY THE DRAMA? IS GOD SO LONELY AND SELFISH HE
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CONCOCTED THIS FANTASTIC REALITY SO THAT MANKIND WOULD LOVE
AND REVERE HIM? TO THINK THAT WE COULD ALL BE HAPPY AND LOVING
AND  TOGETHER  AS  A  PEOPLE  HERE  ON  EARTH,  RATHER  THAN  THE
CESSPOOL WE HAVE TODAY, MAKES ME SCREAM OUT IN ANGER AT THE
GOD WHO SAYS HE LOVES US.

THE EVIDENCE THAT GOD IS NOT ALL POWERFUL AND ALL LOVING IS ON
TV.  DOES  GOD  LIKE  THE  ATTENTION?  IS  ANY  ADVERTISING  GOOD
ADVERTISING FOR HIM?

It seems to me God wanted this to happen–he made it happen. He
WANTS us to suffer, in order to be driven TO Him. That must be
the only way he figured we would love and come to Him? I’ve
heard that God does not need us. But surely he does, or he
would not have introduced pain and suffering to the world to
drive us to him. Without it, why would we need him, goes the
argument.

We have the perfect Villain–Satan–to blame everything bad on.
But Satan did not create Adam and Eve. Satan did not make the
Tree. And where was God when the Serpent came sliding in in?
Did God not know Eve would eat it? TO ME, THIS IS THE MOST
CRUCIAL  QUESTION  IN  ALL  OF  HUMANITY.  Assuming  God  is  all
knowing, he knew what would happen, the chaos for all time it
would  bring,  and  chose  to  do  nothing.  Or  rather,  let  it
happen. Had God stepped up at the crucial moment, we would all
be loving and happy and together here on Earth, JUST AS IT WAS
INTENDED. GOD MADE THE WORLD WHAT IT IS TODAY. GOD CREATED
MAN’S HEARTS, GOD IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL THAT HAPPENS. UNLESS
YOU BELIEVE SATAN IS ON PAR AT EQUAL STRENGTH WITH GOD, THEN
GOD HAS TO BE ACCOUNTABLE. IT’S TIME RESPONSIBILTY WAS PLACED
WITH THE RIGHTFUL OWNER.

Hi ______,

I will be happy to talk to you about this, but first I have a
question: do you have any children?

Sue Bohlin



Thank you for your response, I really do appreciate it. No, I
don’t have any children. I smell an analogy using children
coming….Something like “As a parent, we do things in the best
interest of our children, and it is only until later in life
that those same children understand the actions that were
taken…”. One analogy I have heard puts God in the example as
the parent and us as the children. I would never have children
until I was able to resolve these questions in my own mind and
heart.  Otherwise  I  am  sure  I  would  pass  on  the  same
frustration  about  God  to  my  family.

After  even  more  thought,  I  guess  the  Root  of  my
problem/question is creation, and specifically why God created
a flawed world intentionally. I use the word “flawed” in the
sense that he

• Knowingly created an access point for evil for all the
world (apple tree)

• Had foreknowledge Eve would eat from it

• Knew that eating from it would result in Sin throughout
mankind

• That the sin would cause great suffering to all of God’s
People

• That it would be necessary for God to “save” the world
through his Son

Is God so selfish he would intentionally and knowingly cause
all this so we would “choose” him through the salvation in
Jesus and 2) He must have known it would turn out like this
(the hell that is our world today).

I  must  sound  like  a  maniac,  but  I’m  29,  well  educated,
catholic raised and partially practicing, with a good heart. I
want to love God, but when I am honest with myself I realize I
don’t. In fact I hate the person I have concluded God to be. I



love Jesus, and of course do believe he died for my sins. My
problem is with the Father, and why this grand scheme to make
everyone love him was necessary. He could have designed us
that way. I finally stopped prayer almost entirely 3 years
ago, because I would get so mad and angry at God during
prayer–because I would find myself 1) praying for the same
stuff with no result 2) many of the things I was praying about
were caused by God (natural disasters, human suffering, etc.)
When I say human suffering is caused by God, of course I
understand free will and that people cause suffering. I hold
God accountable for allowing evil and pain and suffering to
exist.

Hope this provides you with a little more insight into my
problem. If you are able to assist or offer a new perspective
that would be great. Thank You.

Dear ______,

I believe the answer to your question is the fact that God has
a very big plan for creation that we cannot see from our
vantage point in space and time. He knew before He created
anything, what would be the best way to get to His final
desire, which is to provide a Bride for His Son. Just as any
man wants a woman to marry him freely and out of love and
commitment and support, the Lord Jesus wanted a Bride who
chose Him freely. The only way to have a Bride who chose Him
freely was to create people who could also choose freely to
reject Him.

Could God have made people who couldn’t have chosen NOT to
love Him? No. Love means choice, and the other alternative
would have been to create automatons who were programmed to
behave in a certain way. If I read your e-mail correctly, you
believe God could have made a world in which we were “happy
and loving and together as a people here on earth,” but He
didn’t and you’re mad at Him for that. People without choice
cannot  be  happy  and  loving.  (Have  you  ever  used  a  word-



processing program that automatically changes what it thinks
are misspellings and punctuation errors? No matter what you
type,  the  program  rearranges  your  letters,  removing  your
choice. I don’t know about you, but “happy and loving” doesn’t
describe me when I growl, “That’s not what I meant! Let me
type things MY way!”<smile>)

I would suggest that an ant colony is busy and productive,
ant-wise,  but  they  are  not  happy  and  loving.  They  ARE
together, but in the scope of eternity, what does it matter?
Their behavior is programmed, but there is no depth to any of
it.

God created a world in which the people WERE happy and loving
and together, and they chose to trash it. I guess you don’t
have any trouble accepting that reality; if I’m not mistaken,
what you want is all the benefits of Eden without the choice
to trash it. I can certainly understand that! � But you also
haven’t seen the end of the story, either, when everything is
made right again, and that’s exactly what we will have. I
respectfully suggest that that’s the part you’re missing. The
big  picture  where  God  restores  creation  to  its  original
perfect state. I also respectfully suggest that the evidence
of the world today that God is not all-powerful and all-
loving, is actually evidence that God is very patient. He’s
not finished yet. He’s allowing a certain amount of pain and
suffering–which He will redeem, every bit of it–because there
is a larger purpose behind it. Our inability to see it doesn’t
mean it’s not there.

I asked if you if you had children because this is one of the
things we can learn about God as parent when we have children.
I  passionately  love  my  children,  but  I  allowed  them  to
experience pain of immunizations and school tests and other
things they hated because I had a larger purpose for them
besides preventing discomfort and pain in their lives. For
instance, now that my son is in college, he’s glad I made him
do his homework in 5th grade although he sure didn’t at the



time. I never lost sight of the big goal, of maturity, because
I am his mother who loves him and wants the best for him. God
never loses sight of His big goal either.

You have a lot of company in being angry with God for allowing
pain and suffering to exist. In fact, many wise people have
said that pain and suffering is the single biggest evidence
that God is not good. Or that He doesn’t exist. (But then, if
there were no God, and we evolved by chance, then where did we
get this idea that life is unfair and broken? Life just IS,
according to that worldview. But we are haunted by the sense
that things should be much better than they are. And sure
enough, God has revealed that we live in a fallen and broken
world that is so much less than what He originally created for
us. We’re the ones who blew it.)

But you’re not there; you know God exists, and you apparently
resent Him for being a bad God for allowing life as we know
it.

I’m afraid all I have to offer you is what God has revealed to
us: that there IS a bigger plan, than He will make all the
pain and suffering worth it some day. If you insist that there
was a way for God to create people who could freely choose to
either love Him or ignore/hate Him AND there be no chance for
pain and suffering in the exercise of that choice, then I
guess you will continue to be irreconcilably angry. You may as
well fume over God not making a “square circle” or “light-
filled darkness.” God is a powerful God, but He is not able to
create nonsense.

You know that Jesus came to earth and was tortured and died to
pay the penalty for our sin. And bless you, you love Him for
it. Jesus coming into the midst of our suffering and pain is
the clearest indication of the Father’s heart there is. He
didn’t do or say a single thing that was not the Father’s
will, and to see Jesus is to see the Father. So to hate the
Father and love the Son is inconsistent. They are one God with



one heart. It cost the Father everything to let the Son pay
for  our  sins,  and  it  cost  the  Son  His  life.  That’s  how
valuable we are to Them.

The bottom line here, ______, is that what you want God to
have done is something He couldn’t do. He couldn’t make a
world for Him to lavish with His love that didn’t include the
ability to reject that love. Otherwise creation would have
been pointless, and God never does anything pointlessly.

May I suggest, humbly, that you try a prayer again, even
though it’s been three years, and ask God to show you what
you’re not getting? Ask Him to open your eyes to see the truth
about Him and His ways? And ask Him to help you deal with your
anger? He’s not intimidated by it; He fully understands your
frustration. And He’d love to relieve you of the burden of
that anger and replace it with His peace.

I hope this helps, even a little.

Sue Bohlin

Posted July 2002
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“How Can an Omnipresent God
be Around Sin and Evil?”
If God is a perfect God who cannot be in the presence of sin
because He is so holy, then how can He be an omnipresent God
if there is all kinds of sin going on in the world and if
there is a hell?
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Good question! God cannot look WITH FAVOR upon sin and evil,
but He can certainly be in the presence of sinners. This is
proven by God’s omnipresence (as you noted), the incarnation
of  God  the  Son,  and  even  God’s  continued  (if  temporary)
interaction with some of the fallen angels (including Satan –
e.g. Job 1-2, etc.).

The limitation is not on God. Sometimes we have this image of
God as needing to back off from sin and evil because He can’t
allow Himself to be in its presence (rather like Superman
avoiding Kryptonite because it weakens him?!). But we would
suggest it’s more like the reaction of mold in the presence of
bleach, or of anything combustible in the presence of fire:
God’s holiness is so consuming and so purifying that unless He
restrains Himself (and that only for a time), nothing impure
and  unholy  can  remain  in  HIS  presence.  It  affects  the
creature,  not  God.

Hope this clears things up a bit.

Shalom,

Michael Gleghorn

Probe Ministries

From Fig Leaves to Fur Coats
“Good little boys go to heaven and bad little boys don’t!” is
one of the greatest conceptual heresies today. Probably most
of us at one time or another have undergone the ordeal of
having a Sunday school teacher point a bony finger at us and
carp away at our inappropriate conduct, warning us of the
ultimate outcome of such behavior.
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This Santa Claus mentality suggests that God is “makin’ a list
and checkin’ it twice,” to “find out who’s naughty or nice.”
The conclusion we are supposed to reach is that our good deeds
and our bad deeds are being placed on the divine scales and
will be weighed at the tine of our physical death to see if we
go  “up”  or  “down.”  This  suggested  approach  to  God  is
diametrically opposed to that which Jesus affirmed as the
right approach.

The most righteous men of Jesus’ day were the Pharisees. In
order  to  be  a  Pharisee,  you  had  to  be  “Mr.  Clean.”  The
Pharisees knew the Old Testament by heart. They went to the
synagogue three times a day, and prayed seven times a day.
They were respected in the community. But Jesus looked right
through their religious veneer and exposed their spiritual
bankruptcy to the thronging crowds with such statements as,
“Except your righteousness exceed that of the Pharisees, ye
shall in no wise enter the Kingdom of God”(Matthew 5:20).

“The  crowds  responded  by  staring  at  each  other  in
bewilderment: “You mean the Pharisees aren’t righteous enough
to make it? If they can’t make it, who can?”

What a moment in history! A radical young man dares to suggest
that the most righteous and moral men of the ancient Jewish
community  are  not  righteous  enough  to  make  themselves
presentable  before  God.  In  fact,  Jesus  said  they  were
hypocrites! He informed them they were wrong to claim they
were righteous enough to assume that all was well between them
and their Maker. When you are well, you don’t need a doctor.
The time to consult a physician is when you realize you are
sick.

Jesus was pressing the Pharisees to be honest with themselves
when He said, “I have not come to call the righteous, but
sinners to repentance” (Matthew 9:13).



A Mildewed Fig
When the word “sin” comes up in a conversation, most people
look as though someone just slipped them a mildewed fig! Most
of us don’t know what sin really is, nor do we understand what
a sinner is. A sinner is one who has violated the law of God.

Many assert that they try to live by the Ten Commandments, or
by some other rule of life. And yet, if we are honest, each of
us discovers that we have violated these standards at some
point. These codes of behavior are to us what an X-ray machine
is to a broken arm. The machine reveals the condition of the
arm, but it will not set and knit the bones, nor will it put
the arm in a cast. By the same token, the Ten Commandments can
only reveal to us the condition of our lives; they cannot heal
us of sin.

The Pharisee looked at the Law and then at his life and said,
“I’m well.” Jesus desired them to come up with exactly the
opposite conclusion. A person must know he needs help before
he  will  seek  it.  Everyone  has  this  sin  disease.  Do  not
misunderstand me. I am not saying that there is no good at all
in humans. There is a great deal of good. The point is merely
that this relative human goodness is unacceptable to God.

In Russia they print and circulate rubles, and with those
rubles you can buy your dinner, pay your hotel bill and buy
things in the shops. But if you took those rubles across the
Atlantic Ocean and brought them to America, they would be
worthless currency.

Debased Coinage
So it is with our characters, our lives. . . all that we have
outside of Christ. A person may be a millionaire in character,
and that might buy him a high position in this world, but when
he crosses the great divide between this life and the next,
his character is a debased coinage, and God in His Holiness



cannot accept it at all.

It is important than individual comprehends the fact that
there are two kinds of righteousness. There is a righteousness
of men, and a righteousness of God. The apostle Paul, who was
a Pharisee, finally recognized these two distinct types of
righteousness when he said that the desire of his life was to
“be found in Him, not having my own righteousness, which is of
the law, but that which is through the faith of Christ, the
righteousness which is of God by faith” (Philippians 3:9).

He saw clearly the predicament of his Jewish brethren when he
wrote with a broken heart to the Romans, “Brethren, my heart’s
desire and my prayer to God for Israel is that they might be
saved. For I bear them witness that they have a zeal for god,
but not according to knowledge. For being ignorant of God’s
righteousness, and seeking to establish their own, they have
not submitted themselves unto the righteousness of God. For
Christ is the end of the law for righteousness to everyone who
believes” (Romans 10:1-4).

Failing “Home Economics 101”
In the Old Testament account of Adam and Eve, there is a vivid
imagery of these two kinds of righteousness. After Adam and
Eve had disobeyed God, they hid in the bushes in shame. They
took  out  needle  and  thread,  and  began  sewing  fig  leaves
together to clothe themselves with some kind of garment or
covering. God came walking in the cool of the garden, desiring
His regular fellowship with them, but Adam was in the bushes
with Eve. . .flunking the first home economics course ever
offered! God looked at the flimsy, pathetic clusters of fig
leaves which had been hastily sewn together by the guilty
couple, and in short, thoroughly censored their effort.

The account goes on to say that God took animals and made
garments from their skins for Adam and Eve. While morality and
human goodness are to be commended, God makes it clear from



the very beginning that man, in his own efforts, does not have
the ability to make himself presentable before God.

It was Charles Haddon Spurgeon who said “Man is basically a
silkworm. A spinner and a weaver… trying to clothe himself …
but the silkworm’s activity spins him a shroud.”

So  it  is  with  man.  Philosophy,  philanthropy,  asceticism,
religion, ethics, or any other system which seeks to gain the
approval of God is the “fig leaf” approach. This was the error
of those fellow Israelites for whom Paul grieved, those who
were  trying  to  establish  their  own  righteousness,  without
recognizing that another kind of righteousness was available
them by faith: “. . .and that not of yourselves, it is the
gift of God, not as a result of works, lest any man should
boast”(Ephesians  2:8,9).  “Works”  righteousness  is  what
religion is all about. Works righteousness is spelled “DO!”
“Faith” righteousness is what Christianity is all about. Faith
righteousness is spelled “DONE!” Jesus cried triumphantly from
the cross, “It is finished!” The work which the Father had
given Him to do was completed at the cross. A bridge, a way of
access–by His sacrificial death–had been constructed between
God and man, and it was now open for business.

That is why the cross is so important to each individual. If
one can find God through his own efforts and good deeds, then
God made a terrible mistake at Calvary. He allowed His Son to
die a substitutionary death for the world that was not truly
needed. The choices of approaching God are then left to each
person. One can accept the death of Christ on his behalf, or
he must pay with his own death. How presumptuous for anyone to
think himself qualified to provide salvation for himself when
the standard each must meet is God’s perfection. Who can match
that? It is a goal so far away that no one can reach it. The
Grand Canyon is 6 to 18 miles across, 276 miles long, and one
mile deep. The world’s record in the long jump, set by Mike
Powell at the 1991 Olympics, is 29′ 4 “.



Yet the chances of a man jumping from one side of the Grand
Canyon to the other are greater than the chance of a man
establishing fellowship with God through his own efforts.

A “God-Original”
What God has to offer is free. It is a gift which is not
deserved by any man, nor could any man ever repay what the
gift is worth. Man has been dealt with in grace and love. The
only thing that man is asked to do is acknowledge that he has
broken the laws of God, to acknowledge that God made things
right  through  His  son  at  the  cross,  and  accept  His
forgiveness.

He is requested to lay aside his own fig-leaf garment and to
be clothed with a “God-original” garment made possible by the
slaying of the Lamb. God wants to clothe every person with the
righteousness of Christ.

This is what Jesus was referring to in a parable concerning a
wedding feast which a king was having for his son: “So the
servants went out into the highways, and gathered together
all, as many as they found, both good and bad: and the wedding
was furnished with guests. And when the king came in to see
the guests, he saw there a man who had not on a wedding
garment. And he said unto him, Friend, how come you are here
not having a wedding garment?’ And he was speechless. Then
said the King to the servants, Bind him hand and foot, and
take him away and cast him into outer darkness; there shall be
weeping and gnashing of teeth!'” (Matthew 22:1-13).

In a society where the hue and cry is “take it off¾take it all
off,” it is ironic that God is saying the very same thing. He
does not want us to cover ourselves–to hide what we really
are. He wants us to acknowledge what we are and accept with a
thankful heart what He has provided in Christ.

As a gracious Host, He stands there holding the most costly



garment in the universe–the righteousness of Jesus Christ–and
He eagerly desires to wrap you up in it, safe and warm and
happy and secure:

“I will greatly rejoice in the Lord, my soul shall be joyful
in  my  God;  for  He  hath  clothed  me  with  the  garments  of
salvation. He has covered me with the robe of righteousness,
as a bridegroom decketh himself with ornaments, and as a bride
adorns herself with her jewels” (Isaiah 61:10)
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“How Can I Know I’m Going to
Heaven?”
Some people know they’re going to heaven, and I would like to
be sure too. Can you help me?

Thank you for your e-mail requesting information about an
assurance of your salvation. I will try to lay out some things
which I hope will help. God wants us to have an assurance of
our salvation, and until we do, we live life in uncertainty.

1. First of all, I would point out that the very fact you are
concerned about this is an indication that you are in the
Family of God. Non-Christians don’t spend any time thinking
about this or being anxious about their spiritual condition.
That you are concerned, in my judgment is a “sign of life.”

2. Secondly, we have the clear teaching of Jesus in John 3 in
his dialogue wth Nicodemus, that salvation comes about by a
new, or spiritual birth. The analogy is very clear: Jesus
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compares physical birth with spiritual birth. And with both,
there must be a beginning, a birth before there can be life
and growth. In a number of passages we read of this new birth
which brings about a transformation when we fine ourself IN
CHRIST: “Therefore, if any man is IN Christ, he is a new
creature; old things pass away and behold, all things become
new.” (II Cor. 5:17).

Now Jesus did not say that we must be born again and again and
again. We are born into God’s family once by faith, claiming
Christ as our Saviour and Substitute, and we begin to trust in
Him, and Him alone, to make us presentable to God the Father
when we die. And Paul tells us in Ephesians 2:8-9 that this is
a result of God’s grace to us, and it is totally apart from
any good works that we could do to merit or attain heaven
apart from Him and what He did on our behalf.

3. One of the things Paul warns the Galatians about is that
they had originally understood salvation was by faith, but
they started adding various works to make sure that they were
saved. Paul asks, “You foolish Galatians, who has bewitched
you. . .Having begun in the Spirit (by unmerited grace through
faith), are you now being perfected by the flesh (works)?”
(Gal. 3:1-5)

This is exactly the question you are asking, ____. Do we begin
in faith + no works, but then have to keep on working in order
to stay saved?

4. There is a place for good works in the Christian life, but
it is very important where we position these good works. If we
put them before we exercise faith in Christ, then we are
working  our  way  to  heaven  just  like  every  other  religion
teaches. Good works become the means of achieving salvation.
And if we could get to heaven by our good works, then God made
a terrible mistake! He let His only Son come and die for our
sins. By choosing our good works as the means of our salvation
we negate, nullify what Christ accomplished on the Cross.



5. Where do good works have significance? After our new, or
spiritual birth. Good works are a sign of Christ’s life within
us. We do not perform them in order to remain in God’s family.
We do them out of grateful hearts because we find ourselves
“accepted in the Beloved.” (Ephesians 1:6).

If we take the Galatians approach, knowing that we were “saved
by grace,” but then turn right around and do our good works to
stay saved, then we are right back on the old treadmill.
Furthermore, the driving force/motivation to do good works
with this approach is FEAR. We keep trying because we are
afraid we will lose our relationship with God. We could never
say with the Apostle Paul that “to be absent from the body is
to be present with the Lord.” How could he say that? He wasn’t
perfect! He could say it because “I know whom I have believed,
and  am  persuaded  that  He  is  able  to  guard  what  I  have
entrusted to Him until that day.” (II Tim. 1:12)

If we take Paul’s approach, we are motivated, not out of Fear,
but out of LOVE. We want to serve God and glorify Him in our
lives. But there’s a problem.

6.  Sin  is  the  problem.  Christians  still  sin  after  their
conversion. You know, God could have dealt another way with
sinning Christians. When a person first heard and understood
the Gospel, and then became a believer, God could have zapped
him/her dead right on the spot! That would have taken care of
sin in a believer’s life!

But God chose not to do that. He chose rather to leave us
here, imperfect though we are, to be His ambassadors. And He
made  provision  for  cleansing  the  believer  by  means  of
acknowledging our sin to Him in confession and claiming the
forgiveness over it which Christ provided through the Cross.

Let me have you just focus on I John 2:1-3. There John says,
“My little children, I am writing these things to you — (he’s
just talked about confessing our sins [I John 1:9] with the



promise that God is faithful and just to forgive our sins and
cleanse us from all unrighteousness)– ” that you SIN NOT.”
(This is the ideal) “But if anyone does sin, we have an
Advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous; and He
Himself is the propitiation (satisfaction) for our sins; and
not for ours only, but also for those of the whole world.”

God does not want us to sin. But if we do, here is the
provision  for  God’s  forgiveness.  We  have  an  Advocate,  a
defense attorney who pleads our case and we are cleansed. Now
I want you to just think about this for a moment. Does one
sin,  like  being  angry  at  your  spouse,  cause  a  loss  of
salvation? How about 10 times a week? Or 100 times a month?
How much gossip? Or coveting what others possess? Do you see
where I’m going with this? People who talk about being good
enough or having (in their own estimation) done enough to
retain their salvation in good standing really don’t have a
very accurate picture of how pervasive our problem is.

7. If one sin isn’t enough for us to lose our standing in
Christ, then how many and what kind of sins would be enough to
push us over the edge and out of the Family of God? No one has
answered that question to me satisfactorily We would never
know the answer to that question. Martin Luther addressed this
problem five hundred years ago. He, as a monk, had lived with
this uncertainty about his soul until he came to understand
that the “just shall live by faith.” The issue was not sins,
it was a lack of righteousness. Being born into God’s Family
means God has declared us righteousness through our identity
with and trust in Christ.

I am not saying that good works are not important. They are.
And people who know they have been dealt with in grace and are
forgiven have a strong motivation not to sin. I think it’s
kind of like the difference between a cat and a pig. A cat
might fall into a mud puddle, but it immediately gets out and
starts cleaning itself. That’s its nature. But a pig can lie
all day in the mud and it loves it because that’s its nature.



Another sign of “life” in a believer is that when we sin we
feel bad. It hurts us. We tend to be more sensitive to it. And
sometimes when we decide to stay in the mud, God has another
provision for us. We find it in Hebrews 12: “Whom the Lord
loves, He chastens” (vs. 5-14). Our sin becomes a “family”
matter when we have been born into the God’s family. Paul
tells us in I Cor. 11 that “if we would judge ourselves, we
would not be judged.” If we fail to get ourselves back in line
and out of the mud, choosing to ignore the “warning lights,”
our Father, though longsuffering, may have to take us to the
“divine woodshed” and discipline us. But it is the discipline
of a Father, not the punishment of a Judge. That is what Paul
meant  when  he  said  to  the  Corinthians,  “For  that  reason
(disobedience) some of you are weak and sickly. . .and some of
you sleep (have died under discipline.”

8. And that brings us to another problem connected to all of
this, and that is the fact that we disappoint God, our family,
and the body of Christ, and we see them disappointing us. We
rarely wonder how we could act in an un-Christian way, but we
sure do wonder about others! And then we begin to wonder if we
are really “in the Family,” and we wonder the same about
others.

Our problem here is that we, as the Bible says, “(man) looks
on the outward appearance, while God looks upon the heart.”
Paul says in Romans 8:16,17 “The Spirit Himself bears witness
with our spirit that we are the children of God.” This means
that You can know about you, and I can know about me, but we
can’t ultimately know by someone’s outward behaviour whether
they  are  God’s  children  or  not.  We  have  probably  made
misjudgments on both sides. There are some who appear godly,
upstanding, etc., who have been playing a clever charade.
There are others whom we might assume not to be Christians
that may well be. We can wonder. We can speculate. And if we
see little or no evidence of the fruits of the spirit, we can
wonder. But we cannot, should not judge. Because we just don’t



know.

But here is what we DO know. “The one who believes in the Son
of  God  has  the  witness  in  Himself.  The  one  who  has  not
believed God has made Him a liar, because he has not believed
in the witness that God has borne concerning His Son. He who
has the Son has the life. He who does not have the Son does
not have the life. These things I have written to you who
believe in the name of the Son of God, in order that you may
know (not think, hope, feel) that you have (present tense, not
future, present! We possess it now!) eternal life.” (I John
5:10-13)

_____, I hope some of this will help answer your question.
Someone has defined “faith” like this: “Faith is when you stop
saying please to God, and you start saying, Thank You.” If we
have asked Christ to be our Savior, and we have opened the
door to our heart and our life to Him and we are trusting only
in Him for our salvation, then we need to be saying “thank
You”  to  Him,  and  then  living  our  lives  in  a  way  which
demonstrates a genuine gratitude to the One who has forgiven
us. and prepared a way of access into God’s presence.

May God Bless you,

Jimmy Williams

Founder, Probe Ministries

St. Augustine
Former Probe intern Tim Garrett explains that St. Augustine’s
The  City  of  God  and  his  Confessions  reveal  not  only  a
brilliant  mind,  but  demonstrate  his  abiding  concern  to
announce God’s righteousness in His dealings with man.
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Who Was St. Augustine?
One of the most remarkable things about a close reading of
Church history is that no one is beyond the reach of God’s
grace. In the New Testament we find that a man who called
himself “the chief of sinners” due to his murderous hatred
toward Christians was saved when Christ Himself appeared to
him on the road to Damascus. What is clear from the account in
the ninth chapter of the Book of Acts is that it was not Saul
who was seeking Christ: instead, it was Christ who was seeking
Paul.

In modern times we see a similar situation in the life of C.
S. Lewis. In Surprised by Joy, he recounts the night that he
knelt to admit that God was God by calling himself “the most
dejected  and  reluctant  convert  in  all  England.”  Like  the
Apostle Paul, we can see that Lewis was perfectly prepared to
be an apologist for the faith, but that preparation occurred
before he ever became a Christian! It is only after the fact
that we see how God was actively seeking the sinner.

In this article we will examine another reluctant convert, a
man  whose  life  and  ministry  has  been  crucial  to  church
history. His name was Aurelius Augustine: we know him as St.
Augustine of Hippo. But until his conversion, Augustine was
anything but a saint! Born in the year 354 in North Africa,
Augustine was raised by a Christian mother and a pagan father.
The  father’s  main  desire  was  that  his  son  get  a  good
education, while his mother constantly worried about her son’s
eternal  destiny.  Augustine  indeed  received  a  first  class
education,  but  his  mother  was  tormented  by  his  indulgent
lifestyle. Augustine became involved with a concubine at the
age of seventeen, a relationship which lasted thirteen years
and  produced  one  son.  Recognizing  that  sexual  lust  was
competing with Christ for his affections, Augustine uttered
the famous prayer “Make me chaste Lord . . . but not yet.”

While sexual passion ruled his heart, Augustine sought wisdom



with his mind. After suffering enormous internal conflicts,
Augustine submitted himself to Christ at the age of thirty-
two, and soon thereafter became Bishop of Hippo. Augustine
became a tireless defender of the faith, diligent in his role
as a shepherd to the flock as well as one of the greatest
intellects the Church has ever known.

In this look at the life of Augustine we will focus on two of
his greatest books–the Confessions, and The City of God. As we
will see, Augustine’s life and work is a testimony to the
boundless mercy and grace of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Augustine’s Youth
In a gripping television interview recently broadcast on 60
Minutes, the man convicted of the Oklahoma City bombings spoke
of his grievances against the federal government. During the
interview,  Timothy  McVeigh  revealed  that  his  lawyers  have
filed  an  appeal  that  maintains  that  pre-trial  publicity
prevented him from getting a fair trial. Like many of us,
McVeigh seems intent on avoiding the penalty of his actions;
but rather than doing so by insisting upon his innocence, he
is  attempting  to  have  the  verdict  thrown  out  due  to  a
technicality.

It was truly disturbing to see an articulate young man such as
McVeigh coldly dismiss the mass murder of innocents on the
basis of a legal technicality. In many respects, his demeanor
reflects the contemporary shift in attitude toward sin and
guilt that has had devastating consequences for society. As a
nation, America has seen a shift from a worldview primarily
informed  by  biblical  Christianity  to  one  in  which  the
individual is no longer responsible for his actions. Now it is
either society or how one is raised that is given emphasis.

Against this cultural backdrop it is truly therapeutic to read
Augustine’s Confessions. Throughout this wonderful book, which
is written in the form of a prayer, Augustine freely admits



his willful disobedience to God. Augustine’s intent is to
reveal the perversity of the human heart, but specifically
that  of  his  own.  But  Augustine  was  not  intent  on  just
confessing his sinfulness: this book is also the confession of
his faith in Christ as well. Augustine, as he is moved from a
state  of  carnality  to  one  of  redemption,  marvels  at  the
goodness of God.

One  of  the  most  telling  incidents  in  the  Confessions  is
Augustine’s recollection of a decisive event in his youth. He
and an assortment of friends knew of a pear tree not far from
his house. Even though the pears on the tree didn’t appeal to
Augustine, he and his friends were intent on stealing the
pears simply for the thrill of it. They had no need of the
pears, and in fact ending up throwing them to some pigs.
Augustine’s account of this thievery reveals a penetrating
insight into our dilemma as human beings. Whereas today many
want to blame their parents or their environment for their
problems, Augustine admits that his sole motive was a love of
wickedness: he enjoyed his disobedience.

This  reflects  one  of  Augustine’s  major  contributions  to
Christian theology: his emphasis on the perversity of the
human  will.  We  would  all  do  well  to  read  Augustine’s
Confessions if only to remind us that evil isn’t simply a
sickness but a condition of the heart that only Jesus Christ
can heal.

Augustine’s Search for Wisdom
In his fascinating book entitled Degenerate Moderns, author
Michael  Jones  convincingly  documents  how  many  of  the
intellectual gurus of the modern era have conformed truth to
their own desires. Jones research reveals how Margaret Mead,
Alfred Kinsey, and other prominent trend-setters intentionally
lied in their research in order to justify their own sexual
immorality. Sadly, contemporary culture has swallowed their
findings, leading many to conclude that sexual immorality is



both normal and legitimate.

However,  when  we  turn  to  Augustine’s  Confessions,  we  see
someone who has subordinated his own desires to the truth. The
Confessions  is  an  account  of  how  Augustine  attempted  to
satisfy the longings of his heart with professional ambition,
entertainment,  and  sex,  yet  remained  unfulfilled.  One  of
Augustine’s most famous prayers is therefore the theme of the
whole book: “Our hearts are restless until they find their
rest in Thee, O God.” Only by submitting his own desires to
the Lordship of Christ did Augustine find the peace that he
was seeking.

But that submission did not come easy. Throughout most of his
adult life, Augustine had been seeking to discover wisdom. But
two questions were especially disturbing for him: What is the
source  of  evil,  and  How  can  a  Being  without  physical
properties  exist?  Obviously,  this  second  question  was  a
barrier to his belief in the God of the Bible. In his search
for answers, Augustine became involved with a group known as
the  Manichees,  who  combined  Christian  teaching  with  the
philosophy  of  Plato.  Plato’s  philosophy  helped  convince
Augustine that existence did not require physical properties,
but he found their answer to the question of evil problematic,
and after eight years as a seeker left the Manichees.

Still,  the  most  difficult  barrier  for  Augustine  was  not
intellectual, but a matter of the heart. He eventually came to
the point where he knew he should submit himself to Christ,
but  was  reluctant  to  do  so  if  it  meant  giving  up  his
relationship  with  his  concubine.  One  day,  while  strolling
through a walled garden, Augustine heard from the other side
of the wall what sounded like a child’s voice, saying “pick up
and read, pick up and read.” At first he thought it was a
children’s game. Then, acknowledging what he took to be a
command of the Lord, he picked up a nearby Bible, and upon
opening it immediately came to Romans 13:13-14, words tailor
made for Augustine: “Not in riots and drunken parties, not in



eroticisms and indecencies, not in strife and rivalry, but put
on the Lord Jesus Christ and make no provision for the flesh
in its lusts.” Augustine’s search for wisdom was complete, as
he acknowledged that wisdom is ultimately a person: Jesus
Christ. The wisdom of God had satisfied his deepest longings.

Augustine’s  Philosophy  of  History:  The
City of God
The United States is currently going through what some call a
“culture war.” On the one hand there are those who believe in
eternal truth and the importance of maintaining traditional
morality. At the other end of the spectrum are those who
believe that the individual is autonomous and should be free
to live as he pleases without anyone telling him what is right
or wrong. Until thirty years ago the first group held sway.
Today, that same group is considered divisive and extreme by
the “politically correct” mainstream culture.

But culture wars are not unique to modern America. In the year
410, mighty Rome was sacked by an invading army of Goths. Soon
thereafter, the search was on for a scapegoat. In the year 381
Christianity superceded the ancient religion of the Romans as
the state religion. This enraged those who favored the old
state  religion,  who  claimed  that  Rome  had  gained  world
supremacy due to the favor of the ancient gods. When Rome
officially accepted the Christian God and forsook the gods,
the gods were said to have withdrawn their favor and allowed
the invading armies to breach the walls of Rome in order to
demonstrate their anger at being replaced by the Christian
God. Educated Romans found such an argument silly, but an even
more serious charge was that Christians were disloyal to the
state,  since  their  allegiance  was  ultimately  to  God.
Therefore, Christianity was blamed for a loss of patriotism
since Christians believed themselves to ultimately be citizens
of another kingdom¾the Kingdom of God.



Augustine  responded  to  these  accusations  by  writing  his
philosophy of history in a book entitled The City of God.
Augustine spent thirteen years researching and writing this
work, which takes it title from Psalm 87:3: “Glorious things
are spoken of you, O City of God.” Augustine’s main thesis is
that  there  are  two  cities  that  place  demands  on  our
allegiance. The City of Man is populated by those who love
themselves and hold God in contempt, while the City of God is
populated  by  those  who  love  God  and  hold  themselves  in
contempt. Augustine hoped to show that the citizens of the
City of God were more beneficial to the interests of Rome than
those who inhabit the City of Man.

For  anyone  interested  in  the  current  debate  between
secularists and the “Religious Right,” Augustine’s argument is
a masterful combination of historical research and literary
eloquence. Christians in particular would be well served by
studying this important document, since believers are often
accused  of  being  divisive  and  extreme,  characteristics
considered by some as un-American.

In  Augustine’s  time,  it  was  asserted  that  the  values  of
Christianity were not consistent with good Roman citizenship.
But Augustine’s historical investigation revealed that it is
sin that is at the root of all our problems: starting with
Cain’s murder of Abel, the sin of Adam has borne terrible
consequences.

Much of Augustine’s task was to demonstrate the consequences
of a society that loses its moral compass. Augustine took it
upon himself to demonstrate the falsity of the assertion that
the Christian worldview is incompatible with civic life. Those
who maintained that the acceptance of Christian virtues had
had a direct bearing on Rome’s fall did so primarily from a
very  limited  perspective.  The  clear  implication  was  that
Christianity, a religion that asks its adherents to love their
neighbor and pray for their enemies, had fostered a society
incapable  of  defending  itself  against  its  more  vicious



neighbors.

Augustine’s response was to demonstrate that Rome had suffered
through numerous catastrophes long before Christianity ever
became the religion of the Romans. Actually, it was due to the
respect of the Goths for Christianity that their attack wasn’t
worse  than  it  was:  they  relented  after  only  three  days.
Against those who claimed that Christians could not be loyal
citizens due to their higher allegiance to God, Augustine
reminded  them  that  the  Old  and  New  Testament  Scriptures
actually command obedience to the civil authorities. And any
assertion that Christianity had weakened the defense of the
empire  failed  to  acknowledge  the  real  cause  of  Rome’s
collapse, namely that Rome’s moral degeneracy had created a
society where justice was no longer valued. Augustine quotes
the Roman historians as themselves recognizing the brutality
at the very root of the nation, beginning with Romulus’ murder
of his brother Remus.

Augustine’s analysis came to conclude that the virtues of
Christianity are most consistent with good citizenship, and
then went on to show the biblical distinction between the
founding of Rome and that of the City of God. Just as Rome’s
origins date back to the dispute between Romulus and Remus,
the City of God had its origin in the conflict between Cain
and  Abel.  The  City  of  Man  and  the  City  of  God  have
intermingled ever since, and only at the final judgment of
Christ  will  “the  tares  be  separated  from  the  wheat.”  For
Augustine, the ultimate meaning of history will be borne out
only when each one of us acknowledges who it was that we loved
most: ourselves, or God.

©2000 Probe Ministries.



Kids Killing Kids
Not so long ago the biggest problem kids faced was getting a
flat tire on their bikes or having a mean teacher assign
homework over the weekend. How times have changed. Who would
have guessed that one of the perennial stories would be kids
killing kids?

In this essay we’re going to talk about the issue of school
shootings and the broader issue of kids killing kids. Why is
this happening? What can be done to stem the tide of violence
on campus and society? We’ll look at such topics as video
games, teenage rebellion, and tolerance. And we’ll also look
at the spiritual aspects as well.

Each time we hear about gunshots on a high school campus we
are once again reminded that we are living in a different
world. The body count of students and teachers causes us to
shake our heads and wonder what is going on. In some cases the
shooters are teenagers with elaborate plans and evil desires.
But sometimes the hail of bullets comes from impulsive kids as
young as eleven years old.

In the past, when we did talk about kids killing kids, it was
in an urban setting. Gangland battles between the Bloods and
the Crips reminded us that life in the inner city was hard and
ruthless. But the latest battlegrounds have not been Watts,
the Bronx, or Cabrini-Green. These violent confrontations have
taken place in rural, idyllic towns with names like Pearl,
Mississippi and Paducah, Kentucky and Jonesboro, Arkansas and
Littleton, Colorado.

We are shocked and surprised. We open our newspapers to see
the faces of kids caught up in the occult and we wonder how
they were attracted to such evil. We open those newspapers
again and we see the faces of Opie and Beaver look-alikes
charged with five counts of murder and we wonder if they even
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understood what they were doing.

The answers from pundits have been many. Young people are
desensitized to violence, and they learn to kill by using
point- and-shoot video games. Teenagers are rebellious, and
they are looking for a way to defy authority. In the past,
that was easier to accomplish by merely violating the dress
code. Today, in a society that values tolerance, trying to
come up with a behavior that is shocking is getting harder and
harder to do. And the social and spiritual climate that our
kids live in is hardly conducive to moral living.

Kids killing kids, I believe, is the best evidence yet of a
culture in chaos that has turned its back on God’s moral law.
Do we really believe that children can see thousands of TV
murders or play violent computer games and not be tempted to
act out that violence in real life? Do we think we can lower
societal standards and not have kids act out in very bizarre
ways? Do we think we can pull God from the schools and prayer
from the classroom and see no difference in the behavior of
children? We shouldn’t be surprised. Kids killing kids is
evidence of a nation in moral free fall.

The Media and Video Games
I would like to begin with a look at the influence of the
media and video games. In the past, we have talked about the
impact  of  violent  media  on  our  society.  We  shouldn’t  be
surprised that it is having an effect on our kids.

One of the people who knows this only so well is Lt. Col. Dave
Grossman. He is a retired West Point psychology professor,
Army Ranger, and an expert in the study of violence in war and
killing. He is also an instructor at Arkansas State University
in Jonesboro, and was one of the first on the scene of the
Jonesboro, Arkansas shootings. He has a lot to say.

He saw the devastation wrought by the shootings–not just the



five dead and ten wounded. He saw what happens when violence
intrudes into everyday life. And, where he’s been, he sees
where the violence comes from. He says, “Anywhere television
appears, fifteen years later, the murder rate doubles.”{1}

He  says,  “In  the  video  games,  in  the  movies,  on  the
television, the one behavior that is consistently depicted in
glamorous  terms  and  consistently  rewarded  is  killing.”  He
believes that media violence was a significant factor in the
killings in Pearl, Mississippi, in West Paducah, Kentucky, in
Jonesboro, Arkansas, in Springfield, Oregon, and in Littleton,
Colorado.

He also says that the combination of a sense of inferiority
and the exposure to violence can provoke violence in young
boys who are “wannabes.” Sometimes they see violence as a
route to fame, and one has to wonder whether all the media
exposure of these school shootings will spawn even more.

Consider the 1995 movie, The Basketball Diaries. In the film,
Leonardo  DiCaprio  (also  of  Titanic  fame)  goes  into  a
schoolroom and shoots numerous children and teachers. In doing
so, he became a role model for young boys who are “wannabes.”

The parents of three students killed in Paducah, Kentucky have
brought a lawsuit against the company that distributed the
film The Basketball Diaries. The parents’ lawyer points out
that Michael Carneal, who opened fire on a group of students
in Kentucky, viewed the film and honed his shooting skills by
playing computer games such as Doom and Redneck Rampage.

Dave Grossman goes into some detail in showing how violence in
films, videos, and television can affect us. The parallels in
his book On Killing: The Psychological Cost of Learning to
Kill in War and Society{2} and what is happening in the media
today  are  chilling.  Two  factors  are  desensitization  and
operant  conditioning.  Show  soldiers  (or  children)  enough
visual images of violence and they will become desensitized to



it. Practice shooting targets of people and conditioning will
eventually take over. In some ways it doesn’t matter whether
it’s soldiers doing target practice at a range or kids using
point-and-shoot video games. The chilling result is the same:
the creation of a killing machine.

But  you  don’t  need  to  read  Grossman’s  book  to  see  the
parallels. Young people today are exposed to violent images
that desensitize them and make it possible for some to act out
these violent images in real life. And video games help them
hone their shooting skills and overcome their hesitation to
kill. Dave Grossman has seen it in war, and now he is seeing
it in everyday life.

Violence and Teenage Rebellion
So many words have been spoken in the last few months about
school  shootings  that  it’s  often  difficult  to  hear  sound
commentary in the midst of the cacophony. But one voice that
deserves a hearing is Jonathan Cohen who wrote a commentary in
the New York Post entitled “Defining Rebellion Up.”{3}

Years ago Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan wrote a seminal
piece  in  an  academic  journal  entitled  “Defining  Deviancy
Down.”{4} It was his contention that in the midst of cultural
chaos we tend to redefine what is normal. When the crime rate
goes through the roof, we say that crime is inevitable in a
free society. When the illegitimate birth rate quadruples, we
say that maybe two parents in a home aren’t really necessary
after all. In essence, what society has done is follow the
pattern in Isaiah 5:20 of calling evil good and good evil.

Jonathan Cohen picks up on that theme and extends it to our
current crisis. He says that when America became willing to
define deviancy down, it simultaneously defined rebellion up.
He says, “Anti-social teens are nothing new, but as deviancy
has been made normal, we have made it increasingly difficult
for teenagers to rebel.”



Adults are no longer offended or outraged by behavior that
would have sent our parents through the roof. Unfortunately,
we have learned the lessons of tolerance well. We tolerate
just about everything from tattoos to black nail polish to
metal pierced eyebrows.

Jonathan  Cohen  says,  “We  have  raised  the  threshold  of
rebellion so high that it is practically beyond reach. To be
recognized, to get attention, to stir anyone in authority to
lift a finger, whether it is a parent, a teacher, a principal,
or a sheriff, a rebel has to go to very great lengths these
days. One must send letter bombs, blow up office buildings or
gun down children.”

If a young person is trying to defy authority, it does take
quite a bit to be recognized. Just a few decades ago, when
dress codes were still in effect a student could be somewhat
rebellious without getting into too much trouble or hurting
other people. Today, it apparently takes quite a bit to run
afoul of those in authority.

Jonathan Cohen asks, “And what of the teachers at Columbine
High? It seemed they were not disturbed at all by the boys’
odd conduct. In fact, one instructor actually helped them make
a video dramatizing their death-and-destruction fantasy. For
all we know, he may well have commended himself for being so
nonjudgmental.”

This surfaces an important issue. The highest value in our
society  today  has  become  tolerance.  We  are  not  to  judge
others.  When  you  put  this  trend  of  rising  rebellion  with
increased  tolerance  together,  you  end  up  with  a  lethal
mixture.

Jonathan Cohen concludes by wondering if all of this might
have been different. He says, “If teachers had forbidden their
students  from  coming  to  class  wearing  black  trenchcoats,
fingernail polish and makeup, Littleton likely would not be a



name on everyone’s lips. If the principal had had the common
sense to ban a group of boys from coming to school sporting
Nazi  regalia,  marching  though  the  corridors  in  military
fashion  and  calling  themselves  the  Trench  Coat  Mafia,
Columbine High School might not be behind a police line.”

Tolerance
Tolerance has become the highest value in our society today,
and I believe that it may explain why we miss the signals that
something is wrong with our kids.

After the school shooting in Colorado, an editorial appeared
in the New York Post.{5} The editorial writers said, “The
Littleton massacre could prove a turning point in American
society–one of those moments when the entire culture changes
course.” Who knows if that will be the case. Only time will
tell. The editorial writers believe that one of the things
that must change is our contemporary view of tolerance.

The editorial was entitled “Too Much Tolerance?” While other
pundits  focused  on  guns,  video  games,  and  other  cultural
phenomena, these editorial writers said the real cause was
“inattention.”

After all, the killers in Colorado were sending out signals of
an  impending  calamity.  It’s  just  that  no  one  was  paying
attention.  For  example,  one  Littleton  parent  went  to  the
police twice about threats made on his son’s life by Eric
Harris.  His  pleas  were  to  no  avail.  The  cops  didn’t  pay
attention.

These kids in the Trench Coat Mafia gave each other Hitler
salutes at a local bowling alley. But the community didn’t pay
attention.

These same kids marched down the hallways and got into fights
with jocks and other kids after school. But the school didn’t
pay attention.



One kid’s mother works with disabled kids, but seemed unaware
that her own son had a fascination with Adolf Hitler and spent
a year planning the destruction of the high school. Again
parents didn’t pay attention.

Throughout the article the editorial writers recount all the
things these kids did. They conclude that while they “were
doing everything they could to offend the community they lived
in, the community chose to pay them no heed.”

Why? I believe that this tragic lack of attention is the sorry
harvest of tolerance and diversity preached in the nation’s
classrooms every day. We are not to judge others. The only sin
in  society  is  the  sin  of  judgmentalism.  We  cannot  judge
hairstyles or lifestyles, manners or morals. We may think
another  person’s  dress,  actions,  or  lifestyles  are  a  bit
different, but we are told not to judge. Everything must be
tolerated.  And  so  we  decide  to  ignore  in  the  name  of
tolerance. In essence, inattention is the fruit of a message
of tolerance and diversity.

In decades past, boundaries existed, school dress codes were
enforced,  and  certain  behavior  was  not  allowed.  As  the
boundaries were dropped and the lines blurred, teachers and
parents learned to cope by paying less attention.

The editorial writers therefore conclude (and please excuse
the  bluntness  of  their  statement)  that,  “The  only  way
Americans can live like this is to tune out, to ignore, to
refuse to pay attention. In the name of broad-mindedness,
Littleton  allowed  Harris  and  Klebold  to  fall  through  the
cracks straight to Hell.”

So  why  do  we  have  kids  killing  kids?  There  are  lots  of
reasons:  the  moral  breakdown  of  society,  video  games,
rebellion.  But  another  reason  is  tolerance.  We  have  been
taught for decades not to judge, and this has given adults a
license to be inattentive.



Spiritual Issues
I  would  like  to  conclude  this  essay  by  looking  at  some
spiritual  issues  associated  with  so  many  of  these  school
shootings.

Perhaps the best way to begin is to quote former Education
Secretary Bill Bennett. He was on one of the talking-head
shows discussing the tragedy in Littleton, Colorado. All of a
sudden he turned directly to the television camera and said,
“Hello?”

That was the attention-getter. But what he said afterward
should also get our attention. He pointed out that these kids
were walking the halls in trench coats, and apparently that
didn’t  really  get  the  attention  of  the  teachers  and
administrators. But, he said, if a kid walked the halls with a
Bible, that would probably get their attention. Something is
very wrong with a society and a school system that would
admonish a school kid for carrying a Bible and spreading the
good news while ignoring a group of kids wearing trench coats
and spreading hate.

In  her  Wall  Street  Journal  column{6},  former  presidential
speech writer Peggy Noonan talked about “The Culture of Death”
our children live in. She quoted headlines from news stories
and frankly I can’t even repeat what she quoted. Our kids are
up to their necks in really awful stuff, and it comes to them
day  after  day  on  television,  in  the  movies,  and  in  the
newspapers.

She then asked, Who counters this culture of death? Well,
parents do and churches do. But they aren’t really given much
of a place in our society today. In fact, Peggy Noonan told a
story to illustrate her point.

She said, “A man called into Christian radio this morning and
said a true thing. He said, and I am paraphrasing: Those kids



were sick and sad, and if a teacher had talked to one of them
and said, ‘Listen, there’s a way out, there really is love out
there that will never stop loving you, there’s a real God and
I want to be able to talk to you about him’–if that teacher
had  intervened  that  way,  he  would  have  been  hauled  into
court.”

You know that man who called that radio station is right. A
few years ago, a very famous case made its way through the
Colorado courts. A high school teacher in Colorado was taken
to court merely because he had a Bible on his desk. If you
haven’t  heard  the  story,  I  guess  the  conclusion  wouldn’t
surprise you. The teacher lost the case and lost it again on
appeal.

As  we’ve  talked  about  the  disturbing  phenomenon  of  kids
killing kids, we have discussed the breakdown of society,
video games, rebellion, and tolerance. But we shouldn’t forget
the  spiritual  dimension.  We  are  reaping  the  harvest  of  a
secular society.

Kids kill other kids and so we wonder why. We throw God out of
the classroom, we throw the Bible out of the classroom, we
throw prayer out of the classroom, and we even throw the Ten
Commandments out of the classroom.

Maybe we shouldn’t wonder why any longer. Maybe we should be
surprised the society isn’t more barbaric given the fact that
so many positive, spiritual influences have been thrown out.
The ultimate solution to the problem of kids killing kids is
for the nation to return to God.
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